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**Director’s Notes**

So, it turns out that a musical about the Dark Ages is more relevant than one would think. As we struggle to make sense out of current events, who among us doesn’t wish for enlightenment? It takes Percival-like courage and tenacity to persevere in the face of adversity and continue to search for ways that we, as individuals, can create change. Chris Dimond and Michael Kooman have created a poignant, beautiful piece filled with humour to help us examine our own lives as we struggle to bring light into the dark.

BIG thank you to everyone who trusted me with this new musical and to my crew, creatives, and cast who work endlessly, tirelessly to breathe life into The Enlightenment of Percival Von Schmootz.

- Lezlie Wade

---

**Song List**

- In Manureshire
- It Will All Turn Out Right in the End
- The Spark
- Life on the Stage
- Say It True
- The Sacred Order of the Knights
- A Sign

**Intermission**

- Hildegard
- The Light of Knowledge
- Prearranged Love
- The Brightest of Lights
- Percival’s Epiphany
- Light Shines Through

---

**The Cast**

- Percival…………………………………………….Jordan Kenny
- Mother & Others…………………………………..Gillian Reed
- Flavian & Others…………………………………..Nicola Hadjis
- Brontis & Others…………………………………..Stephane Gaudet
- Widow & Others…………………………………..Amanda Trapp
- Mother Superior & Others………………………..Jeff Follis
- Hildegard & Others………………………………Arinea Hermans
- Copernilejo & Others…………………………….Jordan Shore
- Soldier & Others…………………………………Andrew MacNaughton